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SUMMARY

The Open Education Resource “Are we heroes?” is a study on how disability in general and disabled

young people in particular are represented in social media. The European research involved a wide

collection of narratives and representations spread by digital platforms in 4 countries: Lithuania, Italy,

Portugal and Austria. Analysing and comparing data, common advertising and communication

strategies came up testifying a prevailing turn of paradigm in Europe concerning the representation

of disability. As the inquiry will later demonstrate, what is at work is a clockwork between readers’

expectations - built upon past representations of disability - and the most recent depiction of persons

with disability (PWD) where the lack or the variation of classic features develops and carries on a new

kind of argumentation on disability. 

Thus signification is not promoted by space, where actually different cultures can produce similar

utterances on the topic, but by time. 

The evolution of stereotypes and narratives represents the main core of the study and it has been

developed through the following procedure: 

In the first paragraph we analysed how social media and the participatory culture turn affected the

research field of disability studies. Through the participatory turn we witnessed the transition from a

use of the media in order to enjoy cultural products before the advent of social networks, to the

production of popular culture with the media in the practices of sharing and reuse after the

emergence of social networks. 

The most important result of this transition is the possibility for Persons With Disabilities to contribute

to the narrative of disability by performing a collective enunciation model. 

Classic stereotypes on disability did not vanish into thin air but they have been adapting to the new

cultural practices. Indeed over the second paragraph we reviewed the classic models of disability,

used in public, social and political communication as well as in advertising communication from the

70s onwards: the social model, the medical model, the charity model, the individual embodied

tragedy model. The analysis of the partnership contributions demonstrated that these classic

stereotypes of disability have changed shape through the advent of new cultural practices. 
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Later semiotics’ theoretical tools have been exploited to describe the spread and the

value that PWD’s stereotypes assume in the participatory culture of new media.

On the one hand the advent of social media led to the development of new forms of

engagement and activism while on the other hand it’s been fostering the resurgence of

old cultural stereotypes, a further confirmation of the idea that social media cannot be

interpreted with a positive/negative approach. They simply open up new possibilities

able to re-setting practices and utterances keen on inhabiting them. 

In the fourth paragraph we investigated the relationship between PWD’s stereotypes

and photographic images. One of the fundamental characteristics of the statements

and cultural products living and circulating in social networks is the fact that they are

images for the most part and they play a fundamental role in the processes of

signification underpinning the construction of stereotypes. 

We proposed later on a synoptic table of classic models and stereotype images of

disability in order to account the way in which they merged, iterated and entered into

variation in the participatory culture of social networks and the practices of sharing.

Therefore we proposed an unedited classification of these narrations, which emerged

through the analysis of numerous cases that the partnership reported over the data

collection task. 

From one side the emphasization of disability - meaning representations shedding light

on disability and stressing the PWD’s condition - develops narratives where PWD can

emerge as heroes, victims, an obstacle to social practices (antagonist) or profiteers who

want to take advantage of their condition. 

On the other side the aim of narcotisation is to hide, deny or set the disability on the

background in order to ease the message of the communication. 

Further combination among these categories can rise as testified by the texts analysed. 

For sure, what we can take into account after long travelling, is that escaping from

stereotypes is not in our reach. It’s not about getting out from representations, but

shaping new ones more acceptable and respectful.
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